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GAME OVERVIEW: BLACK BULL

Game Description 
(for Players)
 
Run wild in our latest hit, Black Bull™! The 5×4 title features a money 
collect mechanic with a twist, as bags of cash can collect values on 
every spin

When six or more golden coins hit the reels, the free spins begin! The 
bonus is progressive, so wilds, free spins and more can keep occurring 
as players roam the ranch in search of max wins of 4,500x!
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Theme:   
Black Bull

Player Demographic:  
All

Player Skill Level:  
All

Reels:  
5
 
Symbols:  
11

Paylines:  
20

Progressive:  
No

Wild Symbol:  
Yes

Paid Scatter:  
No

Free Spins feature:  
Yes

Game ID:  
vs20trswild2

Default RTP:  
96.51%
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Characteristics and features
- All winning combinations pay from left to right on 
selected paylines
- All wins are multiplied by bet per line, only the 
highest win is paid per line
- When winning on multiple paylines, all wins are 
added to the total win
- Free spins wins are added to the pay line win
- Bets are made in coins
- To control bets, user is able to change the value of a 
coin in real currency
- Balance, bets, wins are all displayed in both coins 
and real currency at all times
- There are 11 different symbols in the game
o 5 high value symbols
o 4 low value symbols
o 1 Wild symbol which appears on all reels and 
collects the values of Money symbols
o 1 Money symbol which appears on all reels.

Money Collection Feature
- The Money symbol, at every spin takes a random 
value from a predefined set.
- The possible multiplier values are:
o 0.5x, 1x, 1.5x, 2x, 3x, 4x, 5x, 7.5x, 10x, 20x and 50x total 
bet.
- Whenever at least one Wild symbol along with 
Money symbols hit, for every Wild the total value of 
Money symbols on the screen is awarded.
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Free Spins
- Hit 6 or more Money symbols to trigger the Free 
Spins round
- 6-11 Money symbols award 6 Free Spins
- 12-17 Money Symbols award 8 Free Spins
- 18-20 Money Symbols award 10 Free Spins
- Before the round starts, the value of Money 
symbols that triggered the round is added together 
and collected, seving as the starting value for the 
progressive feature.
- The Free Spins round has a progressive feature. 
During the round, the values of all Money symbols 
that hit are collected and every Wild symbol that hits 
during the round awards the currently collected value.
- The number of Money symbols that hit during the 
round is collected in a meter. Every 6 Money symbols 
awards 2 more Free Spins.
- Special reels are in play during the feature.

Max Win
- The maximum win amount is limited to 4,500x bet 
in both base game and free spins. If the total win of 
a round reaches 4,500x bet the round immediately 
ends, win is awarded and all remaining features are 
forfeited.

Buy Feature
- The Free Spins round can be instantly triggered from 
the base game by buying it for 75x current total bet.
- When buying the Free Spins round, the triggering 
spin awards a random number of Money Symbols.
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Contact us for more info: sales@pragmaticplay.com

THANK YOU!


